The Nishijima-Swank model (.£NL = -jfJ").. K"}.. W) is investigated under the assumptions (i=l, 2, ",,8) (ii)
(ii)
.£b transforms like singlet plus As in SU(3) ,
K",w=A,u3+ a A,us+S (V,u6+A,u6) and (iv) [)Aoid 3 x, Hiil(P. V.) 1 = [~Void3x, HA, 2) ,(P. c.) l (i=l, 2, 3) This model is found to be a mismatch theory of CP operator among H SL ' HNL (P. C.) and HNL (P. V.). I JII = 1/2 holds for both CP conserving and CP violating nonleptonic decays.
a and j are determined by the soft pion theory. The asymmetry parameters J and E in the KL~2iC problem are calculated and the electric dipole moment of neutron is found to vanish with a few additional assumptions. § 1. Introduction
Since the proposal of Nishijima 1l that nonleptonic decays are described by the four-divergence of linear combination of neutral currents in interaction representation which turns into complicated structure due to strong interaction, many authors have exploited the idea in various processes, both parity conserving and parity violating hyperon decays, K 1 ----">2rr, and weak radiative decays of hadrons, to get reasonable agreement with experiment. 2l Nishijima and Swank 
where K"}.. W is a linear combination of LlS = 0 and I LlSI = 1 members of SU (3) ®SU(3) generating currents with (2) f is expected to be "-' , and their program may be summari;led as follows. relative to Ks~2n, as is indicated by experiments.
They imposed two conditions to fix the structure of K", w:
This means that the radiative correction to semileptonic processes reduces to over all phase factor, thereby guaranteeing the CP invariance in ,f and f2 order.
This is to forbid the 1 LlSI = 2 transitions in f2 order, which comes from KL -Ks mass difference. Now we sketch briefly their realization of the idea and calculations.
They took the following expression for K", w,
The conditions (CI) and (CII) turn out to be
We can express the S-matrix elements of decay pro~esses 111 equal-time commutator form using (1), (5) and (7). 
They compared this with 7j\__ and concluded that the two are in good agreement since experi~ents tell us 1'lJ+--1:::::::::2 X 10- (13) is neglected. For, if we follow their conjecture, we get, as the nonleptonic interaction Hamiltonian, which is fairly correct up to· order J3, (15) One notes that HNL reduces to a simpler form up to ord'er f3 by SU(3) commutation relations, 
We can see what happens more clearly in terms of the total Hamiltonian H,
where H st and l-I r denote the Hamiltonian for strong and electromagnetic 111-teractions respectively, and
We include radiat~ve correction to semileptonic decays, lI~L due to LNL explicitly. Since l-I st and Hr conserve hypercharge, we can express (16) and (17) 111 a different form,
The order f3 effect is eliminated from nonleptonic decays aJld changes HtL
. This is the "nonmaximal" version of CPviolation model proposed by ' 711 olfenstein 7 ) and Nishijima/) which causes CP violation from a complex Fermi coupling constant, diagramatically, e.g. from which is in poor agreement with 177,-1 quoted above.
Thus we must include the first term in (13) . This sets us to make some algebraic assumptions on the four-divergence of current, namely to think out models for strong and electromagnetic interactions. *) If everythi'ng in weak interaction works well along this line, we will be able to investigate the structure of strong and electromagnetic interactions.
We assume 111 ~ 2 that the four-divergence of SU ( Kp wand .Lb are sho"vn to be completely determined if the soft-pion theory is to survive and the successful treatments of nonleptonic decays thereby are to be inherited.
. Fig. 2 .
We analyse in § 3 the hyperon S-\vave decay. In § 4 structure of K/ v is determined by relating K---">3n to K---">2n decay on the basis of soft-pion theory.
f is estimated through these analyses to be 2.6 X 10- 
Therefore we assume for the SU(3) (2:)SU(3) generating current, We modify the current K/ v as follows for the reason which will become clear soon later.
*) (i) Inclusion of electromagnetic interaction modifies (All); however, as we discuss neutral currents, we neglect it hereafter.
(ii) Equation (19) holds true in a recently proposed field theory of currents,l1) because it is the formal limit of the Yang-Mills type theory with mass terms which break SU(3)0SU (3) and SU(3) symmetry.
T. l\1atsuda
(AlII)
Equation (3) sets one condition on a and {3.
with
Now, combining (7) 
We can now express H (2) and H (3) in terms of these operators usmg (9)". (12), (19) , (20) , (23) and (24) .
We omitted the {33 term in (26) , since I f3I is smdl also in our model (see Eq.
(47».
First we consider how many terms are needed in .Lb' Suppose, for instance, Incidentally we have ample evidences for the PCAC hypothesis, for instance, the Adler-Weisberger sum rule for renormalization of axial vector current/ 2 ) the Callan-Treiman relation for K~3 to K~2 decay/3) and the low energy theory for photo production of n mesons. 14 ) We expect that the PCAC hypothesis works also in 110nleptonic decays, and impose additional assumptions on· H.~'2 so that we may inherit the Sugawara-Suzuki relation 15 ) for hyperon S-wave decay and the Hara-Nambu relation 16 ) for K~3n to K~2n decay.
(AIV)
These turn out to the following assumption
We investigate the former case and get a=O or yl3.
When a=O, H(2) and H(
3 ) reduce to
and we see H (2) 
if one uses the relation where ~,,~-~-j-~-{(1-v3a) + :2 (1 + v3a)} (3 f2 ,
We now take the soft-pion limit in a sense of Okubo, Marshak and Mathur,17) namely q,,2-00 not q,,-00: 
The first term alone is sufficient to reproduce, all the results of vector model as' is seen below. Therefore we set Ie = O. Equation (35) 19 ) the renormalization due to symmetry breaking interaction is absent at least up to the first order of the latter,we get the following amplitudes for the hyperon S-wave decay, (38) **)
These results are just those of vector model. Notice that we derive them not from a specific diagram, but from the transformation properties of Lband from PCAC hypothesis.
*> Pi and P2 denote the four-momenta of initial and final hyperon respectively (see reference 17) ). The Kl~2n decays are also calculable analogously, (43) and applied the soft-pion technique to get (i) relations between averaged amplitudes for K~3n and K->2n decays, and (ii) slope parameters of K~3n decay by assuming the decay amplitudes of K ->3n are quadratic functions of meson fourmomenta.
In our model with IC = 0, Therefore our model predicts slightly different relations here:
Substitution of the experimental value 
This together with (21) gIves /3 as /3= -t(l-..j3a) tan 2(j= -0.12.
(47)
Here we take (jv B for (j estimated in recent analysis by Brene, Roos and Sirlin
)
. 20 B 0057+ 0 . 008
Equations (46) and (47) 
HNL=/3 f2(H(2) + f H(3»)
. .O is essential, because we owe these decays to the symmetry violation or mass differences. In discussing the K--;.31L' problem, we can keep four-momentum conserved even after reducing out one pion, because we still have two pions. Thus Hara and Nambu's extrapolation still works well. 
Thus relative phase difference between Sand P waves, ,1, IS gIven in the form (52) (ii) e parameter in the K r --">27C problem*)
When we consider decays of 1(° and KO, LiY = -1 and + 1 ~n (50), thus and 26 ) shows Llexp = 9.0° ± 5.5°, while List is estimated to be 6.5° ± 1.5°. Thus we cannot check prediction (52') at the present stage. 12 (V,,6 + A,,6 ).
Equation (55") predicts M l1 (P.C.)/T l1 (P.C.},-v3
<N; P21 \ d4Xd4yd4Z_(-=--1-(tT{O~K~W(x), ofJ-K/V( y), ovKvW(z) , J/ (O)} IN; PI) = -3if3<N; jJ21 ~ d 4 zT {1-]<3) (z), J 1 • r (O)} IN; jJl)'(59)
1287
As the experimentally determined quantities are a"-'0.06 and (3f2~0.75 X 10-6 but not (3 and f separately, vve may take K"w for K"w. Then we can retain the SU(2) 0SU(2) symmetry in weak interaction which may provide us with clues to a further understanding of the latter. Equation (3) does not hold here; however, no observable changes come in since they are at least in order 10-6 , (ii Investigation along this line will be reported elsewhere.
